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Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing
(EMDR) has been shown to be an effective treat-
ment for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). In
this study, the authors evaluated the effectiveness
and physiological effects of EMDR in police offi-
cers involved with on-duty shootings and who
had PTSD. Six police officers involved with on-
duty shootings and subsequent delayed-onset
PTSD were evaluated with standard measures,
the Posttraumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale, and
high-resolution brain single photon emission com-
puted tomography (SPECT) imaging before and
after treatment. All police officers showed clinical
improvement and marked reductions in the Post-
traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale Score (PDS). In
addition, there were decreases in the left and right
occipital lobe, left parietal lobe, and right precen-
tral frontal lobe as well as significant increased
perfusion in the left inferior frontal gyrus. In our
study EMDR was an effective treatment for
PTSD in this police officer group, showing both
clinical and brain imaging changes.

(The Journal of Neuropsychiatry and Clinical
Neurosciences 2005; 17:526–532)

Individuals in law enforcement are at a much greater
risk of experiencing traumatic events than are average

citizens.1 Over the course of their careers, many police
officers experience traumatic events that result in post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), or they endure trau-
matic experiences that accumulate and manifest in
delayed-onset PTSD upon reaching some threshold. Our
clinical experience finds that, without complete recov-
ery, these officers experience diminished ability to man-
age the chronic stressors and dangers inherent in their
jobs.2

Imaging studies have identified several brain regions
implicated in PTSD. In case-controlled studies using sin-
gle photon emission computed tomography (SPECT),
Shin et al.3 and Sachinvala et al.4 found increased activ-
ity in the limbic regions, particularly in the posterior
cingulate gyrus, amygdaloid complex, and right basal
ganglia. Also using SPECT, Zubieta et al.5 found signifi-
cant increases in the blood flow to the medial prefrontal
cortex in PTSD patients but not in the comparison
groups, which correlated at trend levels with psycho-
physical measures of stress response. Activation studies
conducted by Berthier et al.,6 using SPECT, Benkelfat et
al.,7 using positron emission tomography (PET), and
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Liberzon et al.,8 using SPECT, each found PTSD to be
associated with increased paralimbic activity. Using
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), Rauch
et al.9 found PTSD patients to exhibit exaggerated amyg-
dala responses to masked-fearful versus masked-happy
faces.

A number of studies have shown eye movement de-
sensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) therapy to be an
effective treatment for PTSD.10–18 Additionally, brain
SPECT imaging has been used to show before- and after-
treatment effects. In a case study design, Levin et al.
found activations in the anterior cingulate gyrus and left
frontal lobe in four of six patients after three sessions of
EMDR.19 Using high-resolution brain SPECT imaging to
examine the effects of EMDR on both clinical outcomes
and regional cerebral blood flow in six police officers
with delayed-onset PTSD, the research presented in this
study goes beyond the case study design.

The precise causes of EMDR’s effectiveness remain
unknown. A number of studies have found it to be the
therapeutic equivalent of exposure therapy,20,21 while
other studies equate its effects to cognitive behavior
therapy.22 However, Levin et al. argue that therapeutic
components specific to EMDR activate a cognitive net-
work that helps patients differentiate real threats from
imagined ones.19 We hypothesized that subjects would
experience significantly improved clinical outcomes and
that these improvements would be reflected in some
functional pattern of activity in their respective post-
EMDR brain SPECT scans.

METHOD

Subject Selection
All subjects in this study sought treatment for duty-
induced PTSD (N�6). Five subjects were right-handed,
and one was left-handed. Three subjects had been in talk
therapy for duty-induced trauma prior to the study.
Among these three, two presented with severe PTSD
symptoms and one with moderate symptoms. The re-
maining 3 subjects had never been in therapy for duty-
induced trauma. Among them, two presented with
moderate symptoms and one with severe symptoms.
There were three criteria for inclusion. First, because of
the high incidence of PTSD among officers involved in
shootings,1 only subjects who had fired a weapon in the
line of duty were included. A second requirement was

that a third-party clinician had to confirm clinical di-
agnoses of PTSD using DSM–IV criteria. Third, the score
on the Foa Posttraumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (PDS),
a 49-item self-report instrument designed to aid in the
detection and diagnosis of PTSD,23 must be in the mod-
erate to severe range (scores greater than 21 on a scale
of 0–51). Because the study included pharmacologically
sensitive functional brain imaging, subjects who began
the study on medications were required to remain on
the same dosage throughout. Five of the six subjects
were on no medications, and one remained on an anti-
depressant only (Celexa 20 mg.). The mean age of sub-
jects was 38.6 years (SD�7.69 years; minimum�31,
maximum�50), and the mean level of education was 2
years of college. Four of six subjects had PTSD symp-
toms that emerged between 42 and 63 months after they
were involved in the shooting. Two subjects experienced
a shooting within 3 months of the onset of PTSD. A
range of symptom severity was sought across our study
population to increase the generalizability of our results.

Treatment Protocol
Upon seeking treatment from a therapist contracted
with a police department, patients gave a personal his-
tory and submitted to an unstructured clinical diagnos-
tic interview to establish a diagnosis of PTSD; likewise,
they completed the PDS scale at this time. Potential sub-
jects who met the preliminary criteria of a clinical PTSD
diagnosis and who had a PDS score greater than 21 were
given the opportunity to participate in the study, where-
upon they were given specific details and signed in-
formed consent. All interviews were conducted by the
same therapist, who is level II certified by the EMDR
International Association.

The treatment format for all subjects proceeded in the
following three phases. Phase 1 was clinical, wherein
histories were taken for each subject. Subjects were
taught coping and “containment” techniques, how to
identify and develop support networks,24 and how to
log their trauma-related memories—a necessary precon-
dition for EMDR. At the end of Phase 1 we acquired the
first (pre-EMDR) brain SPECT scans.

In Phase 2, subjects began EMDR. For all EMDR ses-
sions in this study, we used a TheraTapper, which gave
bilateral stimulation in the subjects’ palms and fingers,
thus allowing them to reexperience traumatic scenes
with their eyes closed. Eye movement has been shown
to be effective among law enforcement subjects.18 In our
clinical experience, however, police officers have com-
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plained about being distracted by the eye movement ele-
ment in EMDR more than other patient populations. We
thus chose to use an eyes-closed mode of EMDR to re-
duce the possibility of distraction. Although there are
no published data on the efficacy of bilateral stimulation
in lieu of eye movements, this mode of EMDR has been
used clinically for over a decade and is approved by the
EMDR International Association.24 In all cases it was ob-
served that unsolicited REM-like activity occurred.
EMDR sessions typically ran two to 3 hours in length
and were conducted three to 4 weeks apart, resulting in
a great deal of mental and emotional fatigue among sub-
jects. Because of the nature of the subjects’ jobs in law
enforcement and their associated risks, the frequency
and duration of sessions in this study were dictated by
each subject’s individual recuperation time. The mean
number of EMDR sessions was 3.83 (SD�2.41), and the
mean number of EMDR hours was 10.25 (SD 4.84).

Before the final (post-EMDR) PDS scores and SPECT
images were acquired, a minimum of 3 weeks was al-
lowed to lapse after the final EMDR session for two
reasons. First, it was estimated that this would allow
the brain to recover from any EMDR-induced mental
fatigue. Second, it would allow some period for sub-
jects’ brain function to become regularized and also for
any short-term functional effects to dissipate. Phase 3
constituted a “reconciliation phase” of treatment, fo-
cusing on the rescripting of relational patterns that
might not have been corrected once subjects became
detraumatized.

Study Design, Data Collection, and Statistical Analysis
Two sets of data were collected for analysis in this study:
brain SPECT images and PDS scale measurements. Scan
data for each of 6 subjects were first collected immedi-
ately prior to Phase 2 treatment, and again 3 weeks after
the completion of Phase 2, for a total of 12 scans (six pre-
and six post-EMDR). PDS scores were acquired prior to
Phase 1, and again 3 weeks after the completion of Phase
2, for a total of 12 PDS scores (six pre- and six post-
EMDR). Phase 3 began after the final PDS and SPECT
were performed. The study design was a simple single-
group pre-to-posttest comparison using t tests for both
sets of data, as described below.

Brain SPECT Protocol and Image Acquisition
The brain SPECT studies were performed in the follow-
ing manner. Each subject was placed in a dimly lit, quiet
room. Intravenous access was obtained via small-gauge

butterfly. Subjects remained quiet for several minutes
with open eyes to allow acclimation to their environ-
ment. Images were acquired while subjects performed a
clinically standardized concentration task, the Connors
Continuous Performance Test (CPT), a 15-minute com-
puterized test of attention. We chose to scan the police
officers during a concentration task (as opposed to other
studies that scanned subjects while reexperiencing the
traumatic event) to more accurately simulate their day-
to-day functioning. CPT scores were not recorded.

For both the pre- and post-EMDR brain images, sub-
jects began the Connors CPT, and at 3 minutes they were
injected with a 3 ml bolus containing 22 mCi of tech-
netium technetium-99m exametazime (commercially
available as Ceretec�). Tomographic brain imaging was
then performed approximately 45 minutes later using a
high-resolution Picker Prism 3000 gamma camera with
fan beam collimators. Data were acquired in 128-by-128
matrices. One hundred twenty images with 3� of sepa-
ration spanning 360� rotation were obtained. The data
were prefiltered using a low-pass filter with a high cut-
off. Attenuation correction was performed using linear
methods. Coronal, sagittal, and transaxial tomographs
were parallel to the orbitomeatal line.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses of pre- and post- SPECT images were
performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping ’99
(SPM99).25 SPM99 performs voxel-by-voxel analyses us-
ing general linear methods, and it requires that all
SPECT scans be spatially preprocessed. Thus each pre-
EMDR scan was coregistered to its respective post-
EMDR scan using the realign function, which created a
12-parameter realignment matrix for each of 12 pairs of
pre- and post-EMDR scans. Each pair was then visually
inspected for coregistration errors. All 12 scans from
both conditions were then, using the Talairach map,26

normalized to a single standardized anatomical space
using sinc interpolation and an 8-by-8-by-8 voxel kernel.
Finally, all images were smoothed to 7 mm3 using a
Gaussian kernel. Smoothing the data results in voxel
clusters that better conform to the requirements of Gaus-
sian field theory, which allows us to make more reason-
able statistical inferences about our data.27 Smoothing
also tends to minimize smaller, more statistically aber-
rant results.

We performed a global paired t test, which tests the
hypotheses,

H1: l � 0; H0: l � 0,
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at each voxel, where l is the mean difference in the fre-
quency of photon emission from t1 to t2 . Global per-
fusion values were proportionally rescaled to 50/ml/dl/
min. Threshold masking was used to ensure that only
voxels that represent brain activity were included in the
analyses, and the threshold for inclusion was set at 80%
of the mean global voxel value. The initial significance
threshold was set at p��.001.

Statistical comparisons were made of pre- and post-
EMDR PDS scores using pairwise t tests in SAS v8.2.

RESULTS

On the Foa PDS scale, our clinical outcome measure,
there was a highly significant decrease from pre- to post-
EMDR treatment scores, falling from a pre-EMDR mean
of 43.2 ([SD�12.3] minimum�14, maximum�47—
severe PTSD range) to a post- mean of 5.2 ([SD�1.9]
minimum�1, maximum�6—mild to no PTSD symp-
toms). None of the six subjects had a post-EMDR PDS
score above 6, indicating nearly complete alleviation of
clinical PTSD symptoms. A standard pooled t test re-
quires that the variance of the two groups being com-
pared be distributed similarly. As the distribution of
scores was significantly different from pre- to post-
EMDR (folded F�40.21, p�0.001), a Satterthwaite ad-
justment was made for comparing groups with unequal
variances (t� �5.34, p�0.003).

Our SPM analysis yielded five significant deactiva-
tions and three activations at the voxel level. All results
assume a height threshold uncorrected for multiple

comparisons unless otherwise noted. These results are
summarized in Table 1.

There were significant deactivations in the right thal-
amus, the precentral gyrus of the right frontal lobe, and
the postcentral gyrus of the left parietal lobe, and there
were bilateral deactivations in the occipital lobes (see
Figure 1). Likewise, there were significant activations in
the left frontal lobe, notably in the middle frontal, infe-
rior frontal, and superior frontal gyri. Most notable is
the 320-voxel cluster activation in the inferior frontal gy-
rus (p �0.001, corrected for multiple comparisons).
(Figure 1.)

DISCUSSION

The significant decreases in PDS scores were consistent
with the clinical improvement seen in the police officers
and the reported effectiveness of EMDR in PTSD. Like-
wise, our SPM analyses found significant functional dif-
ferences in brain activity from pre- to post-EMDR im-
aging. EMDR and the procedures involved with this
treatment had both a positive clinical effect and a pos-
sible role in changing brain function.

Prior research has found activations in PTSD subjects
in the posterior3,4 and anterior cingulate gyrus5,6 and the
amygdala;3–6,8 thus, we might have expected post-
EMDR deactivations in these areas. Instead we saw de-
activations in three areas found by Gundel et al. to be
associated with image-induced grief28: the left cuneus,
which has been suggested to process motor imagery;29,30

the right lingual gyrus, which has been implicated in

TABLE 1. Summary of SPM Results: Voxel-Level Gray Matter Activations and Deactivations from Pre- to Post-EMDR (N�6)

Brain Region Talairach Coordinates (x, y, z) Valence t-value

Occipital lobe
Right lingual gyrus (BA 18) 18, �80, �12 Deactivation 13.84*
Left cuneus/precuneus 0, �74, 30 Deactivation 6.68*

Sub-lobar thalamus
Right pulvinar 22, �28, 10 Deactivation 13.14*

Frontal lobe
Right precentral gyrus (BA 4) 52, �12, 42 Deactivation 10.23*
Left middle frontal gyrus (BA 11) �44, 36, �12 Activation 6.81*
Left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44) �48, 48, 0 Activation 7.92*
Left superior frontal gyrus (BA 8) �24, 42, 42 Activation 9.55*
Left medial ventral frontal gyrus (BA 9) �18, 36, 20 Activation 5.77**

Parietal lobe
Left postcentral gyrus (BA 40) �52, �28, 50 Deactivation 7.68*

*Significant at p��0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons
** Significant at p��0.005, uncorrected for multiple comparisons
SPM�statistical parametric mapping
BA�Brodmann’s area
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FIGURE 1. Glass Brain Representations of Activations in Post-EMDR Brains at p��0.005a

Posterior Anterior Right Left Right
An SPM glass brain representation of activations at p��0.005 for each voxel. Degrees of freedom for individual voxels � 1, 5; number of

voxels was 217,449. p��0.001.

processing motor imagery30 and in judging emotionally
evocative stimuli;31 and Brodmann’s area (BA) 4 of the
right precentral gyrus. Deactivations in these areas may
be relieving trauma-induced grief.

We saw further deactivations in the left parietal lobe
at BA 40, known to be an association area, and in the
right pulvinar. Although the primary function of the
pulvinar is unclear, it is thought to be an associative
thalamic nucleus that helps regulate cortical circuitry.32

The combination of these two deactivations along with
those implicated in grief may constitute the diminution
of a network of traumatic memories.

In addition to right hemisphere decreases, our SPM
analyses showed three left prefrontal cortical activa-
tions, in Brodmann areas 8, 11, and 44. Recent research
has found PTSD subjects to have low activity in BAs 8
and 44,33,34 and thus significant activations in these areas
appear to be directly correlated with subjects’ improved
PDS scores. Further studies have found that depression
is linked to low activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC)39–40 and that increased activity in this
area is associated with improvements in clinical out-
comes.38 Our finding of activation in BA 11 of the
DLPFC is consistent with this research and with the re-
ported effects of EMDR on symptoms of depression.19

Many studies having to do with both mood and cog-
nition find that the DLPFC activates reciprocally with
the medial ventral prefrontal cortex (MVPFC).36–40 Stud-
ies by Goel and Dolan have found that subjects engaged
in emotional reasoning show activation in the MVPFC
and deactivation in the DLPFC and that this pattern re-
verses when subjects are engaged in logic.37,40 Although

we saw no significant activity at p�0.001, we did see
MVPFC activation at p�0.005 (BA 9, Talairach coordi-
nates x�–18, y�36, z�20). This finding may indicate
that EMDR brings both modes of cognition to bear on
PTSD recovery.

There are two significant limitations to this study.
First, our sample contained a left-handed subject, a con-
sequence of the nature by which our sample was re-
cruited. Second, our design was a nonexperimental pre-
test/posttest comparison. Without a control group this
study was subject to validity threats such as history and
maturation effects, and thus we cannot make scientific
claims about the effects of EMDR on clinical outcomes.
Instead we must extrapolate based on the clinical suc-
cess of prior experimental studies,13–19 and we must fur-
ther extend this reasoning to the differences we found
in post-EMDR brain function. Additional imaging stud-
ies using more robust experimental designs are needed
to confirm these results.

In summary, our findings of the specific increases and
decreases seen on SPECT are consistent with many eti-
ological improvements, including depression41–43 and
general affective disorders.44–48 These analyses find
EMDR to be associated with significant changes in brain
function as measured by SPECT, and that the emergent
post-EMDR pattern of brain activity is consistent with
changes that may be mitigating PTSD.
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Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing International
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